Public Sector Overview

We bring the solutions, people and technology to drive lasting results.

Finding the right solution can be a challenge, but we’re here to help.

Whether you are at the crossroads of workforce transformation and artificial intelligence (AI), cloud and IT modernization, or citizen experience—we drive bold and continuing results.

Our experience spans Federal, State and local levels. Our knowledge encompasses multiple business lines including healthcare, retirement systems, federal banking, smart cities, education, and more.

Why partner with us:

Our team understands the mission comes first. We bring a fresh perspective to help you anticipate disruption, imagine the possible, and achieve your mission. We also understand your time and money is valuable, which is why we staff our teams with seasoned professions who bring value to the project on day one.

We work with the following industry leaders to bring you more value:

TECHNOLOGY
- AWS (Advanced Consulting Partner)
- Microsoft (Gold Microsoft Partner)
- Oracle (Gold Partner)
- IBM (Business Partner)
- Insite Software
- Appian
- Salesforce
- Talend
- Guidewire Partner Connect
- Service Now
- Soothsayer
- CBTS

BUSINESS CONSULTING
- AgilePoint
- InfoMajesty
- BP3
- K2
- UiPath

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
- Kentico (Bronze Partner)
- Sitecore
- KnowledgeLake
- Jahia
- Liferay

The Centric Difference

100+ MISSION CRITICAL PROJECTS DELIVERED
30+ PUBLIC SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS
100+ RESOURCES WITH 15+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CentricConsulting.com
How we can help:

**CLOUD**
- Cloud Strategy and Assessments
- AWS GovCloud and Microsoft Azure Government Migration
- Cloud Native Development
- AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and Public Sector Partner
- Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Platforms

**DEVOPS**
- CI and CD Tool Implementation
- DevOps Governance
- DevOps as a Service in AWS GovCloud
- DevOps capability assessment and transformation roadmap development
- DevOps organizational coaching

**AGILE**
- Agile Assessments
- Agile Coaching
- SAFe for Government Implementation and Transformation
- Agile Engineering practices
- Targeted Agile Training

**CRM AND ERP**
- Microsoft Dynamics D365
- Oracle EBS
- Oracle Cloud
- NetSuite
- Salesforce

**DATA AND ANALYTICS**
- Design and Implement Data Solutions
- Azure Government and AWS GovCloud
- Data Visualization
- Machine Learning and AI

**OPERATIONAL AND PROCESS EXCELLENCE**
- Process and Capability Assessment
- Business Process Improvement
- Performance Measurement
- Business Architecture
- Process Automation and Robotic Process Automation

**ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION**
- Enterprise Productivity, Collaboration Solutions and Adoption
- Platform Readiness Assessment
- Solution Design and Development
- Managed Services
- Microsoft 365

**ENTERPRISE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT**
- Project Management Capability Assessments and Development
- Project Management Delivery and Recovery Services
- Portfolio Management
- Program Management Office Establishment and Maintenance
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**Company Details**
DUNS Number: 014469295
CAGE Code: 3DZJ6

**Contracting Vehicle**
GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) 070 contract, 47QTC20D0025 / SIN: 132-32 and 132-51

**NAICS Codes**
541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541612, 541613, 541614, 541618, 541690, 541990, 518210.
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